Nanocrystalline metals have excellent strength due to the high density of grain boundaries inside. However, these same boundaries lead to limited thermal stability and a tendency to fail in a brittle manner, issues which limit the practical usage of these materials. Most strategies for stabilization of nano-grains against coarsening rely on the idea of using segregating dopants to lower excess boundary energy. The theory of interface complexions is a useful tool for describing the thermodynamics behind segregation as well as identifying distinct segregation patterns. Some of these same complexions can also dramatically alter mechanical behavior. Unlike past strategies, which always result in a trade-off between strength and ductility, the addition of complexions can potentially increase ductility while retaining or even increasing strength. In this paper, we discuss how complexions offer a unique opportunity to address these limitations simultaneously. In addition to reviewing the current-state-of-the-art, important areas where innovation is needed are also identified.
Introduction and motivation
Nanocrystalline metals are defined as having an average grain size (d) less than 100 nm. This dramatic grain refinement brings an equally dramatic increase in the volume fraction of material that is located at the grain boundaries, with the geometric analysis of Palumbo et al. [1] showing that roughly 30% of the material is located in the grain boundaries for an average grain size of 10 nm. With this rising grain boundary volume fraction comes a large increase in strength, often greater than an order of magnitude higher than the strength of microcrystalline metals. For example, coarse-grained Cu only exhibits a yield strength of $50 MPa [2] , while the yield strengths of nanocrystalline Cu samples with grain sizes of d = 26 nm and d = 30 nm were reported to be 535 MPa [3] and 760 MPa [4] , respectively. This extreme strengthening has been observed for many metallic systems, often opening new avenues for the use of a particular material. For example, Al is an extremely light metal but tends to be weak in its pure form. Elemental Al is not widely used as a structural metal, with heavy alloying required to increase strength to an acceptable level even for use in aerospace applications, where limiting weight is the major priority. On the other hand, pure Al can be strengthened to levels comparable to steel alloys by grain refinement to the nanometer range [5] . Other advantages of nanostructuring include increased resistance to wear [6, 7] and fatigue [8] . However, the two major limitations of nanocrystalline materials can also be connected to the preponderance of grain boundaries: (1) limited thermal stability and (2) lack of ductility.
Grain boundaries, like all defects, have an excess free energy associated with the deviation from the preferred crystalline arrangement of atoms. Nanocrystalline metals therefore have a very large driving force for coarsening of the grain structure, in order to reduce the interfacial area inside the material. As a result, pure or elemental nanocrystalline metals are typically unstable and rapidly coarsen [9, 10] , with significant grain growth sometimes occurring even at room temperature [11] . Loss of the nanostructure means that the targeted high strength will be lost as well, making the stabilization of nano-grains at service temperatures a key goal in this field. In addition, this lack of thermal stability has an important implication for the practical production of nanocrystalline metals. Processing routes for bulk nanostructured materials can be loosely broken into ''top down" techniques, where a coarse-grained microstructure is refined (usually by severe plastic deformation), and ''bottom up" techniques, where small quantities of material are assembled to create a bulk material. Unfortunately, although it is relatively simple to create bulk materials with top down techniques, these methods are often limited to refinement into the so-called ultrafine grain regime, with grains less than 1000 nm but larger than 100 nm. Alternatively, bottom up techniques, such as ball milling powder samples, can reduce grain size to $20 nm in many cases, but require a consolidation step for the fabrication of bulk pieces. Since consolidation requires the application of a high temperature, typically >50% of the melting temperature, increased thermal stability is also required to enable the scalable production of nanocrystalline metals [12] .
Nanocrystalline metals have extremely high strength, but this is almost always accompanied by a dramatic decrease in ductility. For example, nanocrystalline Cu created by surface mechanical attrition only exhibits a total plastic strain-to-failure of 3% [4] , an extremely low value for a metal. A general trend is observed where strength and ductility of nanocrystalline metals are mutually exclusive properties [13] . One can either have a strong yet seemingly brittle response, or a soft and ductile behavior. For example, Gianola et al. [14] demonstrated that mechanically-induced grain boundary migration can give nanocrystalline thin films additional ductility when this mechanism is activated, but these samples are much weaker than expected. Fracture surfaces from nanocrystalline materials show evidence of dimpled rupture [15] , a signature that the nano-grains themselves are able to sustain plasticity. However, this intrinsic ductility of each nano-grain does not translate to macroscopic or extrinsic ductility. Appreciable ductility is required of most structural materials, so that catastrophic failure is avoided. Although yield is typically defined as a failure, it is preferred that a component deforms irreversibly yet survives and can still carry load, as opposed to shattering or crumbling soon after yield. A ductile response is also helpful for processing tasks, where shaping into a final form often requires plastic flow.
In this article, we discuss the current state-of-the-art strategies used to address the limited thermal stability and ductility of nanocrystalline metals, with an eye toward exploring how the theory of complexions can be useful for understanding important behavior and enabling further developments. We first provide a brief overview of some of the important aspects of complexion theory that are especially relevant to this discussion. We then focus on the two challenges of thermal stability and mechanical behavior one at a time, isolating the important physical phenomena behind each limitation and identifying opportunities for innovation in both areas. As these behaviors are intimately related to grain boundaries, direct control over interfacial structure, chemistry, and properties should have a dramatic impact. The unique opportunity offered by complexion engineering is not just that it can address these issues, but rather that one material design methodology may be able to simultaneously address both.
Complexions: Distinct interfacial states
Materials scientists have long acknowledged that grain boundaries can be thought of as two dimensional ''phases-like" features which can undergo structural transitions at critical values of temperature or chemical composition [16] [17] [18] . The term complexion, denoting interfacial material that is in thermodynamic equilibrium and has a stable finite thickness, has recently been adopted in the literature [19] [20] [21] . Complexions do not technically adhere to the strict definition of a phase introduced by J.W. Gibbs since their structure depends on the orientation and chemistry of the neighboring crystallites [22] . The concept of distinct and thermodynamically-stable interfacial structures can be traced back as far as 1860 when surface premelting was proposed by Faraday [23] . Unfortunately, excitement for such an idea waned over time, as it became clear that complexions were exceedingly rare and difficult to access in single element systems. For example, Hsieh and Balluffi [24] performed in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) heating experiments and found that grain boundaries in pure Al do not premelt even at temperatures as high as 0.999 T melting . However, recent efforts have shown that these interfacial complexions become much more common and accessible in multicomponent systems [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Dillon, Harmer, and coauthors recently created a categorization scheme that relies on complexion thickness based on high-angle annular dark field scanning TEM observations in doped Al 2 O 3 [19] . Six discrete Dillon-Harmer complexions were found, as shown in Fig. 1 , with each displaying a different grain boundary mobility as measured by grain growth kinetics. These include: (I) a single layer of dopants, (II) clean grain boundaries, (III) bilayers, (IV) multi-layers, (V) nanoscale films of equilibrium thickness, and (VI) wetting films. All of the structures shown, with the exception of the wetting film which is actually a bulk phase sandwiched between two new complexions (the interfaces between the original crystals and the new film), have a thickness which is determined by thermodynamics. While reports of complexions are much more common in materials with directional bonding such as ceramics [29] , analogous examples of similar complexions have recently been reported in metallic systems [20, 30, 31] .
The Dillon-Harmer complexion types are only one of many possible categorization schemes. A number of other options exist, with characteristics like complexion geometry, composition, and even changes to misorientation or boundary normal used a differentiating features. However, any scheme includes simplifications of some kind that cannot capture all possible degree of freedom, meaning multiple variations are often necessary for a complete description. For a discussion of nano-grain stability and mechanics, we will rely heavily on the Dillon-Harmer classifications but it is also important to consider the periodicity found within different complexions. Complexions can either have a recognizable degree of periodicity (ordered) or a lack of long-range order (disordered) in either structural units or chemical composition. For example, complexion Types I-IV above would be structurally ordered, as atoms are arranged in a set number of layers. On the other hand, Types V and VI can be either structurally ordered, with a crystalline film forming, or disordered, with an amorphous/glassy structure to the film. Chemical order is less closely tied to the six Reprinted from [19] , with permission from Elsevier.
Dillon-Harmer complexion types, as all except Type II (which has only one element and is therefore pure) can have adsorbates that are arranged either periodically or non-periodically. In many cases, these distinctions have important implications for the properties of the interfaces and, therefore, the material as a whole.
Thermal stability of nano-grains
The lack of thermal stability in nanocrystalline materials can in theory be addressed by either thermodynamic or kinetic stabilization of the microstructure. The migration of a grain boundary can be understood by looking at the simple relation introduced in Eq.
(1) [12] :
where v is the curvature driven velocity of a grain boundary during grain growth, M is the grain boundary mobility, P is the driving force for grain growth, M 0 is a mobility constant, Q m is an activation energy, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, c is grain boundary free energy per unit area, and r is the radius of curvature of the interface. Thermodynamic strategies for increased thermal stability focus on reducing the driving force for grain growth, or the grain boundary free energy. Nearly all thermodynamic nanostructure stabilization theories can trace their roots to the seminal work of Weissmuller [32] , who suggested that the energy reduction associated with dopant segregation could reduce the grain boundary energy to zero and completely remove the driving force for grain growth. On the other hand, kinetic strategies try to dramatically reduce the mobility term, often by adding solutes or second phase particles which restrict the moving interface [33, 34] . Of the two, the thermodynamic approach is often preferred because it can in principle remove the problem of grain growth altogether. Kinetic approaches always break down at some point, as high temperatures or long times at temperature will inevitably lead to the loss of nanoscale grain structure. In the original formulations by Weissmuller [32, 35] , a McLean model for segregation, which assumes dopants can only fill a single monolayer of sites, was used to describe the total Gibbs free energy of a nanocrystalline alloy. With a strongly segregating dopant species added to the nano-grains, it is possible to minimize the free energy of the alloy with respect to grain boundary area. In other words, a thermodynamically stable grain size that depends on alloy composition can be achieved. However, such early models came with relatively strict theoretical assumptions, such as requiring that grain boundaries be saturated by dopant atoms and that grain interiors be dilute. Trelewicz and Schuh [36] worked to relax such assumptions by developing a nanocrystalline regular solution approach that included both grain interior and grain boundary regions. Saber et al. [37] later developed a similar regular solution model and made predictions for nanocrystalline Fe-Zr, Cu-Zr, CuNb and Ni-W. A common feature of these models is that they actually describe metastable nanocrystalline structures, as they do not compare the nanocrystalline state with competing bulk phases. Murdoch and Schuh [38] added the possibility of phase separation, limiting their attention to alloys with positive enthalpies of mixing to simplify the problem, while Zhou and Luo [39] considered both second phases and the possibility of multi-layer dopant segregation at the boundaries. Fig. 2(a) shows how such models can be used to create a Gibbs free energy surface to identify the boundary concentration and grain size associated with a stable nanocrystalline grain structure [38] . All of the methods described above are extremely useful for identifying candidate binary element combination that can be made into thermodynamically-stable nanocrystalline metals. For example, Darling et al. [40] performed a large-scale computational study where over 1000 binary systems were analyzed to identify promising alloys. Fig. 2 (b) shows an example from this work for nanocrystalline Fe with a variety of potential dopants.
A common feature of the theories above is that all grain boundaries are treated the same. In other words, the anisotropy of grain boundary segregation is not accounted for. While this was likely a necessary simplification for early models, a number of important details are lost. Wynblatt and Chatain [41] formulated a detailed grain boundary segregation model that accounts for all five macroscopic parameters that determine a grain boundary's character. Although these authors showed that most regular solution models can be derived from this more complicated formulation with appropriate assumptions, they also showed that segregation can be sensitive to all five degrees of freedom. In addition, the existing thermodynamic models also treat interfaces as continuum features, without accounting for atomic structure. The details of grain [38] and Part (b) was reprinted from [40] , with permission from Elsevier. boundary structure will be inherently important for stabilization, as the atomic structure sets the possible options for segregation sites.
Complexion theory is a useful tool for describing such segregation, as it offers an atomistic picture of local structural and chemical variations. In fact, the driving force for a complexion transition is a reduction in interfacial energy [42] , directly fitting into a thermodynamic discussion of thermal stabilization. First and foremost, the local structural variations between different types of boundaries should impact segregation. The author's research group has been investigating complexion transitions using atomistic modeling techniques, with some previously unpublished results shown here. Hybrid Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) code [43] , with Monte Carlo providing equilibration of the chemical concentration within the sample while molecular dynamics allowed for local structural relaxations. All molecular dynamics simulations using a 1 fs integration time step. Cu-Zr was chosen as a model alloy system with embeddedatom method potentials used to describe the Cu-Cu and Zr-Zr interactions, while a Finnis-Sinclair potential was used to describe the interactions between Cu and Zr atoms [44] . Each simulation cell contained between 200,000 and 300,000 atoms depending on the boundary type, and periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. The samples were first equilibrated with a conjugate gradient minimization technique and then a Nose-Hoover thermo/barostat was used to further relax the sample for 200 ps under zero pressure at different temperatures. Thereafter, doping with Zr atoms was simulated using a Monte Carlo method in a variance-constrained semi-grand canonical ensemble [45] after every 100 molecular dynamics steps, with the target global composition of Zr fixed to different values, in small increments. The chemical potential difference between Zr and Cu atoms was chosen to be 3.2 eV to achieve relatively efficient convergence.
Here, we show results from three select interfaces which demonstrate the variety of segregation patterns that can be found. . As dopants were added to the system and allowed to find their equilibrium position within the material, the Zr atoms segregated to the interfaces but with different patterns at different boundaries. The R5 (3 1 0) boundary formed a single layer segregation pattern with Zr atoms decorating the tip of the repeating kite structure, while the twist (1 1 1) 30°and R11 (3 1 1) form bi-layer and tri-layer structures. These three segregation patterns can be described as ordered complexions of Type I, III, and IV, respectively. Fig. 3(a) also demonstrates that although the segregation occurs at the interface, it is not always at the atomic site with the highest potential energy. This is most easily seen in the R5 (3 1 0) boundary, where the preferred segregation sites sit between three high energy sites. As more Zr dopants were added to the system and/or temperature is increased, nanoscale amorphous intergranular films or wetting films eventually formed [46] , likely because Cu-Zr is a good binary glass forming alloy.
Even more subtle atomic aspects of grain boundary structure such as local free volume can affect segregation and complexion formation. Frolov et al. [47] showed that multiple complexions could be accessed even in elemental metals if atomic density was free to change. This was accomplished in their simulations through the addition of free surfaces which acted as either a source or sink for atoms so that the system can automatically adjust its local density in the boundary core. A first-order transition between multiple distinct Type II complexions was observed for both R5 (3 1 0) and R5 (2 1 0) boundaries when local density was allowed to vary.
These complexions varied in their atomic structure, with the repeating unit switching between various kite-shaped structures. An example is shown in Fig. 4(a) , where the normal kite structure of a R5 (3 1 0) boundary can transform to a split-kite structure when in the presence of a free surface which allows variation in local density [47] . Such behavior is particularly relevant here because nanocrystalline metals often contain nonequilibrium grain boundaries with excess dislocations, misfit regions, or excess free volume [48] [49] [50] . These excess defects can be relaxed with annealing through a process call ''grain boundary relaxation," giving another variable that can affect grain boundary structure and therefore segregation behavior. Frolov and coworkers [51] followed the paper discussed above with a study of Ag segregation to the different kite structures that are possible for a R5 (310) interface, with two possible segregation states at 800 K shown in Fig. 4(b) . If a normal kite structure is available, the Ag atoms segregate to the tip of the kite and form a single layer dopant pattern similar to the observation in Fig. 3(b) above. However, if the split-kite structure is available, a bi-layer segregation pattern occurs. It is important to note that the degree of site filling is not identical, as the single layer sites are all filled while the bi-layer sites are only partially filled. In any case, Frolov et al. found different relationships between the global and grain boundary composition depending on the kite structure present, again highlighting that boundary structure will influence the thermodynamics of segregation.
Both grain boundary character and other variables such as free volume should affect segregation patterns in nanocrystalline metals. The variation of complexion type show in Figs. 3 and 4 means that different amounts of dopant atoms would be needed to fill all segregation sites due to the difference in layer number. Even a single layer complexion can require a variety of dopant atoms per unit surface area, depending on the density of adsorption sites. The R5 (3 1 0) boundary experienced single layer segregation but the spacing between dopants was set by the repeating structural unit of the grain boundary and would be different for another type of interface that experiences single layer segregation. For example, Nie et al. [52] also found single layer segregation of Gd and Zn atoms along coherent twin boundaries in Mg, but with different dopant spacing. Variations in segregation patterns due to unrelaxed grain boundaries might also be an important feature to include in future models. Details like this are missed by current thermodynamic theories and would alter the global concentration needed to stabilize a nanocrystalline metal. The incorporation of different complexion states as possible segregation patterns, as well as a further understanding of the distribution of complexions types expected in random grain boundary network would further the field's understanding of segregation-induced thermal stability.
Type V and VI complexions can also be important boundary structures for nanocrystalline thermal stability, as these are often the type of complexions that will form at high temperatures. Luo and Shi [53] developed a theoretical model based of the Miedema model and computational thermodynamics to describe the formation of nanoscale amorphous intergranular films (Type V complexions) in binary alloys. This model predicted that disordering of grain boundary structure would occur at temperatures as low as 60-85% of the solidus temperature for the alloy. In this paper and later work [20] , these authors were able to create ''grain boundary phase diagrams" that show where such complexions are overlaid onto bulk phase diagrams. Khalajhedayati and Rupert [54] observed the formation of structurally disordered complexions when studying the thermal stability of nanocrystalline Cu-3 at.% Zr alloys fabricated by ball milling. These authors found nanoscale amorphous intergranular films after annealing at 850°C (0.9 T melting ) and 950°C (0.98 T melting ) for 1 h followed by rapid quenching, while only ordered interfaces were observed after annealing at temperatures of 750°C and below. Amorphous intergranular film thickness was found to increase with annealing temperature, fitting the theoretical predictions of Luo and coworkers [20, 29, 53 ] that higher temperatures promote thicker films. Overall, amorphous complexions with thicknesses ranging from 0.5 nm to 5.7 nm were observed by Khalajhedayati and Rupert [54] , with an approximately 5 nm thick example shown in Fig. 5 . These authors also found that the Zr-doped nanocrystalline Cu was extremely stable against grain growth, only coarsening to an average grain size of 54 nm after spending 1 week at 950°C. While the microstructure also included small ZrC particles that provided some kinetic contribution, thermodynamic effects from complexion formation was found to be a major contributor to this stability.
In addition to reducing boundary energy and stabilizing grain size, segregation and complexion transitions can be important for nanocrystalline metals due to their impact on mass transport properties such as diffusion rates. Recall that a large reason thermal stability is important is that nanostructured materials created by bottom up processes must be consolidated into larger pieces, meaning rapid mass transport can be beneficial in this case. Measurements of grain boundary diffusivity in Cu-Bi alloys showed an abrupt increase of two orders of magnitude in the diffusivity at relatively low Bi concentrations [25] , which was connected to a discontinuity in the slope of the grain boundary energy [55] (i.e., a signal that a complexion transition occurred). Complexion-induced diffusivity transitions were also found observed in Ni-Bi and Cu-Bi by Tai et al. [56] using secondary ion mass spectroscopy depth profiling. If grain boundary energy is reduced due to a reduction in enthalpy, one would expect a reduction in diffusivity [57] . Thus, the increase in diffusivity with a transition to a lower energy state signifies that entropy changes may be more important [56] . In any case, accelerated mass transport due to complexion formation at heavily doped boundaries should speed up consolidation or allow consolidation to occur at lower temperatures. However, there is also the potential for deleterious thermodynamic effects concerning consolidation. If a reduction in surface energy mimicking the reduction in grain boundary energy occurs with doping, the driving force for densification will also be reduced. A more complete picture of these competing thermodynamic and kinetic considerations that occur during the consolidation of nanocrystalline materials is needed.
A major challenge concerning the stabilization of nanocrystalline materials, especially concerning the discussion of the importance of complexions above, is the characterization of segregation state and complexions with high fidelity throughout a material. If boundaries form different ordered complexions and go through premelting or disordering transitions at different times, one would expect a distribution of complexion types to be found throughout a random nanocrystalline grain boundary network. This goal is difficult to achieve because it requires (1) atomic resolution to distinguish between ordered and disordered complexions, (2) local composition information to look for chemical ordering or distinguished between doped and undoped boundaries, and (3) the characterization of large numbers of boundaries to obtain statistical data about complexion type or segregation level throughout the material.
Unfortunately, there is no one characterization tool that can achieve all three requirements. TEM has excellent spatial resolution, making it the best tool for investigating the atomic structure of boundaries, and can also provide atomic-scale chemical information when combined with detection methods such as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [58] or energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) [59] . Large numbers of boundaries can also be investigated with TEM, since specimens typically have electron transparent regions that have in-plane dimensions of microns ($100-1000 times larger than nanocrystalline grain sizes), meaning a single TEM sample contains tens of thousands of interfaces.
However, a boundary must be in an edge-on condition, or parallel to the electron beam, to be studied with high resolution TEM. In addition, atomic-scale resolution requires lattice fringes in both grains to be visible, so high resolution TEM studies are often limited to tilt boundaries. Since a random polycrystal is a threedimensional network of interfaces, it might not be able to achieve these condition for connected boundaries, meaning that most observations will be one off measurements of boundary structure and network features such as the connectivity of complexion types cannot be studied directly with TEM.
On the other hand, atom probe tomography (APT) can obtain three dimensional compositional data, atom-by-atom, making it excellent for measuring chemical segregation patterns throughout a volume. Unfortunately, APT has limited spatial resolution due to trajectory aberrations, thermal agitation of surface atoms, and local magnification effects [60] , meaning that atomic resolution is not possible. The best that can be done is to identify a few crystallographic plane spacings [61, 62] , which are inherently larger than the atomic spacing. In addition, APT is only able to probe very small volumes of materials, limiting the number of boundaries that can be investigated. A typical APT sample is approximately 100 nm long and 50 nm wide. Even for a nanocrystalline material, this means that we would only expect to find a small number of grain boundaries in a given sample. To obtain a complete description of the variety of boundaries contained within a doped polycrystal, one would need to look at dozens of APT samples.
A promising path forward might involve the combination of these two techniques. Herbig et al. [63] combined APT with TEM to study boundary segregation of C in a steel. Nanobeam diffraction was used to measure grain orientations at each point, then the sample was field evaporated to obtain chemical composition throughout the sample. Fig. 6 shows a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional APT data projected onto a scanning TEM image of the grain structure. Herbig et al. then calculated the Gibbs interfacial excess of C in atoms/nm 2 for 121 boundaries investigated in seven different samples from the same material, plotting this information against misorientation angle to look for trends. The volume probed is still a limitation with this TEM/APT technique and very few boundaries per sample can be studied if grain size gets even slightly larger, but the combination of atomic-scale structural and chemical resolution is promising. Another alternative for studying networks of complexions would be to simulate the segregation behavior of polycrystalline materials with large numbers of grains, perhaps through Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics simulations similar to the bicrystal examples shown earlier. Atomistic simulations are routinely able to model hundreds of nano-grains [64] , meaning thousands of interfaces could be studied with no inherent limitations on resolution. Analysis techniques have been developed to extract information such as crystal orientation [65] , with data from the two crystals across the boundary giving misorientation, and grain boundary normal [66] , meaning it is possible to have all five macroscopic degrees of freedom for a boundary in addition to an image of its atomic structure and segregation state from atomistic modeling.
Mechanical behavior of nano-grains
A compilation of yield strength and strain-to-failure data from Cu and Cu-based alloys is presented in Fig. 7 , where a trade-off between these two properties is obvious. All of the data from both microcrystalline and nanocrystalline Cu falls within the grey envelope that denotes this trend. Most strategies for avoiding the strength-ductility dilemma in nanocrystalline metals are based upon either incorporating a variety of grain sizes into the microstructure to make a type of composite material or adding twin boundaries. One example of the first strategy is the use of a bimodal grain structure, comprised of occasional micron-sized grains embedded into a nanocrystalline matrix [2, 67] . Another is the recent development of gradient nanostructured materials, where grain size changes smoothly from the nanometer scale on the surface of a component to the micron scale in the interior [68, 69] . This type of microstructure has been shown to induce a macroscopic strain gradient throughout the material, resulting in extra strain hardening and delay failure [70] . Nanotwinned metals are typically comprised of grains with diameters of 500-1000 nm, which contain twin boundaries with average spacings of 5-100 nm [71, 72] . This unique microstructure allows for both soft and hard modes of deformation [73] , with slip parallel and perpendicular to the twin boundaries, respectively. A few representative examples are plotted in Fig. 7 for bimodal grain size and nanotwinned Cu. A better combination of strength and ductility can be achieved compared to materials with a single grain size, yet these strategies do not change the fundamental issue that one property comes at the expense of the other (see the nanotwinned Cu data in Fig. 7 , for example). To find a way to increase ductility while maintaining or even increasing strength, structural features beyond grain size or twin boundary density must be explored.
To develop unique material design strategies, it is instructive to explore the relevant physical mechanisms behind plastic deformation and premature failure in nanocrystalline metals. For grain sizes between 10 and 100 nm, dislocations still carry plastic deformation but intergranular dislocation networks do not form. Plasticity occurs by a process of dislocation nucleation, propagation through the nano-grain with periodic pinning at the grain boundaries, and finally dislocation absorption into the opposite interface [75, 76] . The nucleation and pinning events have been used to create robust models that describe how grain size [77, 78] and solid solution concentration [79, 80] affect nanocrystalline strength. Bitzek et al. [81] isolated the dislocation absorption event by artificially adding a full dislocation glide loop to a nanocrystalline molecular dynamics model, then applying a stress so that the loop expanded and interacted with the grain boundary. Detailed analysis after the absorption event showed that, although the dislocation has disappeared and the grain looked perfect at first glance, important changes had occurred on the atomic scale. This is show in Fig. 8(a) , where the images in the left and right columns shown the local hydrostatic pressure and local resolved shear stress before and after dislocation absorption, respectively. Although the dislocation is completely absorbed, the grain boundary has multiple sites with high local stresses. Since multiple absorption events are likely to occur in a given grain, these should be potential failure sites. Pan and Rupert [82] tested this hypothesis by simulating repetitive dislocation absorption using MD simulation, finding that atomic shuffling within the boundary is required to accommodate the incoming plastic strain brought by each dislocation. When this process is inefficient, cracking commences. Once a crack has nucleated, the high density of grain boundaries can act as an easy path for crack propagation. Farkas et al. [83] showed that cracks travel along intergranular paths in a nanocrystalline grain structure, as shown in Fig. 8(b) , first creating nano-voids at boundary sites ahead of the crack which then coalesce to grow the main fracture surface. Therefore, crack nucleation from inefficient dislocation nucleation and intergranular crack propagation are identified as the two important physical phenomena controlling nanocrystalline fracture.
The two mechanisms above have a commonality that activity at the grain boundary is critical. A reasonable hypothesis is then that grain boundary structure should be important for controlling failure. To test this idea, Khalajhedyati and Rupert [84] probed the uniaxial compressive deformation of electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni-W in both the as-deposited state, where the boundaries are unrelaxed and have additional disorder (see discussion in Section 3 above), as well as the relaxed state, where more ordered grain boundary structures are found. For materials with d = 15 nm having nonequilibrium grain boundaries, micropillars could be compressed to true strains of 10-20% before sudden failure occurred, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9(b) demonstrates that relaxation of the interfaces in this same grain size material dramatically reduced the compressive strain-to-failure to $5%. These results highlight the importance of grain boundary state for nanocrystalline failure, with added structural disorder isolated as a positive feature for improving failure resistance.
Complexions offer a way to tailor the level of structural order or disorder at a grain boundary in a controlled manner. As discussed in Section 2, complexion Types I, III, and IV represent additional structural order over an undoped grain boundary, while complexion Types V and VI are often disordered. Liquid metal embrittlement is a phenomenon where metals which are usually ductile become prone to brittle intergranular failure after exposure to certain liquid metals. Luo et al. [85] studied this phenomenon is Ni-Bi using aberration-corrected TEM, finding that this embrittlement was due to the formation of bi-layer complexions from preferential Bi adsorption. These author suggested that the Ni-Bi bonds were much stronger than the Bi-Bi bonds, leading to incoherent and weakly bonded Bi-Bi bonds across the interface. Sigle et al. [86] made similar observations in Al-Ga, another well-known system that undergoes liquid metal embrittlement, finding multi-layer segregation of Ga with a thickness of three monolayers at a R11
[1 1 0] (3 1 1) grain boundary. Again, the embrittlement could be connected to the fact that Ga atoms form stronger bonds to Al atoms than to other Ga atoms. On the other hand, amorphous C interfacial films have been shown to improve the fracture toughness of nanostructured B 4 C, serving as soft interfaces which can promote grain boundary sliding [87] . Although these examples do not concern nanocrystalline metals, they support the idea that highly ordered grain boundaries are brittle while disordered complexions can be beneficial for increasing failure resistance.
Pan and Rupert [88] used molecular dynamics to simulate how disordered boundaries react to repetitive dislocation absorption. An artificial dislocation source was operated at the center of a Cu bicrystal sample while clean interfaces and Cu-Zr amorphous intergranular films with a variety of thicknesses, created by doping and melting a small region, were added along the grain boundaries. This simulation cell is presented in Fig. 10(a) , where radial distribution functions (RDFs) of the local structure show that the boundary is amorphous with some limited short range order. Fig. 10(b) shows the atomic model for an amorphous film of 5.7 nm thickness where atoms are colored according to their atomic von Mises equivalent shear strain, with higher applied macroscopic strains on the simulation cell meaning that progressively more absorption events have occurred. It is clear from this figure that the plastic strain brought by the incoming dislocation is diffused into a large volume in the amorphous interface. Further analysis showed that this strain sharing behavior delayed crack nucleation significantly, with thicker disordered grain boundaries being able to absorb more dislocations. In fact, the amorphous intergranular film with 5.7 nm thickness was able to absorb 3.5 times as many dislocations as a clean interface. In addition, the diffuse nature of the atomic strain reduced the local hydrostatic stress at the interface, which then slowed crack propagation as well. The results shown in Fig. 10 are important because they simulate the key physical events and structural features that a nanocrystalline metallic alloy with boundaries decorated by amorphous complexions (Type V or VI), would experience. This is effectively what was created in [54] , suggesting that such alloys should be much more ductile than nanocrystalline Cu usually is. Amorphous-crystalline nanolaminates fabricated by Wang et al. [89] support such a conclusion as well. Although these authors added amorphous layers by cosputtering and solid state amorphization, a different physical process, they found that the addition of an amorphous layer between layers of metallic nano-grains increased ductility. Brandl et al. [90] used atomistic techniques to isolate the effect of the amorphouscrystalline interface, finding that the elastically softer amorphous layer can actually attract dislocations to further promote absorption. Unfortunately, nanolaminates only added disordered interfacial features in one direction within the film (in-plane due to the use of a deposition technique), creating a very anisotropic material. A random polycrystal decorated with amorphous complexions should have even better ductility. Khalajhedayati et al. [91] recently provided evidence of this effect, showing that Cu-Zr alloys with amorphous intergranular films were an order of magnitude more ductile than pure nanocrystalline Cu.
The discussion above shows that disorder can be beneficial, but a number of other factors such as bond type and short-range order may modify such behavior or even negate any positive effect. Amorphization due to S at grain boundaries in Ni is a wellknown case of segregation-induced embrittlement [92] . Molecular dynamics have shown that this amorphization reduces the shear strength of grain boundaries in Ni by an order of magnitude [93] . Similar glassy films in W-Ni were also found to embrittle [94] , suggesting that not all amorphous intergranular films are created equal. Specifically, chemical bonding type may be an essential factor. Messmer and Briant [95] showed that embrittling dopants in general remove charge from the metal-metal bonds which hold the interface together. More recently, Gibson and Schuh [96] developed a model for describing how cohesive energy of a boundary is altered by equilibrium segregation. This model was shown to capture well-known literature data, with embrittling agents in Fe and Au generally being found to be non-metals or metalloids. As a whole, this suggest that retaining metallic bond character, perhaps by restricting the choice of elements to transition metal that segregate, in disordered complexions is essential for improving ductility. It is also unclear how local structural measures such as short-range order will affect dislocation absorption and the ductility of nanocrystalline metals. Such details are known to be very important for plasticity in metallic glasses [97] , so it stands to reason that they will also have a noticeable effect here.
Finally, the fraction of boundaries that have a certain complexion structure, as well as the connectivity of this complexion network throughout the material, is likely important for understanding how to improve the ductility of nanostructured metals. An amorphous metal is a brittle phase on its own [98] , so the positive effects it can bring are predicated on not letting the failure of this complexion itself control the overall behavior. We said earlier that thicker amorphous films can absorb more dislocations, but if thick disordered films formed an interconnecting network along all grain boundaries and became the majority phase, this may begin to converge toward the expected metallic glass response. The work of Zhang et al. [99] on Cu-Zr films which underwent solid-state amorphization supports such a hypothesis. Although the amorphous phase in these films was not an equilibrium complexion but rather a metastable state and grain size was not held constant, these authors found that a continuous amorphous network in the composite films lead to a decrease in tensile ductility. There is likely a balance to be made, where thick films are desired but scattered throughout the grain boundary network to maximize ductility.
The addition of certain complexions to a nanocrystalline metal should also be beneficial for strength. The dislocation nucleation and pinning events which control strength also depend on grain boundary structure, with a number of studies showing that lowering the grain boundary energy increases strength. Vo et al. [100] investigated the yield strength of dilute nanocrystalline Cu-Nb, Cu-Ag, and Cu-Fe alloys with d = 8 nm using atomistic simulations. Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics was used to simulate the doping process, in a manner similar to the examples described in Section 3 above, followed by molecular dynamics to test mechanical behavior. Yield strength was found to increase monotonically with reductions in grain boundary energy, reaching values near the theoretical strength for Cu. Ozerinc et al. [101] showed a similar strengthening effect in nanocrystalline thin films of Cu-Nb and Cu-Fe to provide experimental validation for the connection between grain boundary energy and strength. Segregation of C to interfaces and a reduction of grain boundary energy was found to be critical in the work of Li et al. [102] , who fabricated bulk nanocrystalline steel with strength near the theoretical limit. While the studies above focused on ordered grain boundaries, the recent work of Khalajhedayati and Rupert [54] demonstrated that both ordered and disordered complexions in nanocrystalline Reprinted from [88] , with permission from Elsevier.
Cu-Zr can increase strength, with disordered boundaries actually having the larger strengthening effect. Therefore, the unique opportunity offered by complexions is that they can potentially be used to improve both strength and ductility of nanocrystalline metals while prior material design strategies always lead to a trade-off between these properties.
Summary and final remarks
The lack of thermal stability and limited ductility in nanocrystalline metals can perhaps be treated if the chemical composition and atomic structure of boundaries could be tuned by a material's designer. Complexions offer a controlled way of doing just this in order to reduce excess grain boundary energy and enable grain boundaries to repeatedly absorb dislocations. The detailed descriptions of interfacial states, including different segregation patterns, boundary thicknesses, and measures of structural and chemical order/disorder on the atomic scale, provided by complexion theory can improve the current state-of-the-art techniques for addressing these limiting issues if they can be adequately integrated into current theories. In this work, we have highlighted a number of connections between nanocrystalline metals and complexions, as well as identified challenging tasks in the areas of characterization, simulation, and theory of nano-grained microstructures. If the two persistent issues discussed here can be solved by innovation in the area of boundary design so that bulk pieces can be made and a synergy between strength and ductility is achieve, if is quite possible that nanocrystalline metals will be the material of choice for structural applications for the foreseeable future.
